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DEDICATION 
 

 

This work is dedicated to every man, woman and child in this  

most magnificent bril l iant blue marble of the cosmos that we 

call  Earth, who have boldly asked the elusive questions about  

Creation and Existence, Purpose of Life, Secrets of the path 

to the Shangri-La of  Abundant  Life  in an insatiable search 

for the Truth. At the core of  Creation and Existence l ies the 

foundation of symbiotic collaborative relationships 

established through the free will  of  mutual  consent between 

the relating partners for the purpose of collective 

coexistence. I applaud and celebrate your  quest  which has 

brought you to this book today and in the process, you are 

about to embark on a journey built  on the same foundation of 

a symbiotic collaborative relationship between you and I 

through our free will  of mutual consent.  Once you read this 

book you will  discover the Truth about yourself  in particular 

and Existence in general .  The Truth is already known to you 

and has been that way since eternity. However this Truth lays 

dormant, buried deep within the catacombs of your immortal  

subconscious memory. The book will  guide you on an 

adventure to reveal the Truth and you will  begin to resonate 

once again with the symphony of Creation of Existence.  

Therein lays the secret  to the fulfi l lment of your immortal  

Life Purpose in this  mortal  Life Experience.  

 

 

“YOU” ARE IMMORTAL 

 

I CELEBRATE YOUR TRANSCENDENCE 
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You and I are about to establish a symbiotic collaborative 

relationship with each other through our free will  of mutual 

consent for the purpose of collective coexistence. This is the 

only reason why you have been presented with the material  

contained in this book. Welcome to the portal  for your 

Genetics Of Divinity .  
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The Conclusion 
 

 

The PERCEIVED REALITY in your l ife is a Fantasy.  

Is NOW the Time to Step Into YOUR TRUE REALITY? 

I Am Immortal… Not believing in this is Immoral.  

YOU Are Immortal… Not believing in this is Immoral .  

I Have Not  Been Designed For Immorali ty.  

You Have Not  Been Designed For Immorali ty.  

I AM IMMORTAL. 

YOU ARE IMMORTAL. 

WE ARE ALL DESIGNED TO ENJOY UNBOUNDED 

DELIGHT IN OUR PHYSICAL LIFE EXPERIENCE. 

I RESPECT, HONOR and CELEBRATE YOU. 

I had ten objectives for you while I was framing the 

information contained in this book:  

1.  Describe the Code of the Genetics Of Divinity  that 

defines the complete design of  Existence and 

upgrade your consciousness. 

2.  Il lustrate how you can use the Genetics Of Divinity  

to find your  definit ive Life Purpose and be able to 

upgrade your level  of consciousness.  

3.  Il lustrate how by simply applying the Code of the 

Genetics Of Divinity  you can make the right  

decisions in l ife every t ime all  the t ime.  

4.  Explain how the def inite direction of your Life 

Purpose is always based on service that you are to 

deliver for others  to receive and consequent ly how 

others have a Life Purpose to serve for  you  to 
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receive through the establishment of  symbiotic 

collaborative relationships  through mutual consent.  

5.  Provide convincing evidence that you and 

everything else have been created with the sole 

design principle of all  Existence for enjoying a l ife  

experience fi l led with unbounded delight.  

6.  Describe how the current challenges in your  l ife are 

there only to show you by Contrast  what a different 

l ife experience could be without those challenges.  

Once you become aware of this Contrast ,  applying 

the Code of the Genetics Of Divinity  can enable you 

to l ive a  l ife experience in that Contrast .  

7.  Clarify for you that you always  have a choice to 

choose your l ife experience at  every moment. 

Nobody has a right ,  according to the Laws of 

Creation and neither do you need to relinquish the 

right to others to dictate the quali ty of your  l ife 

experience – only you  have that right over your  own 

life experience. Anything else is a violation of the 

Code of the Genetics Of Divinity.  

8.  Explain the true mechanics behind the Law of  

Attraction. The manner in which you have been 

taught to apply the Law of Attraction so far in all 

l ikelihood is  flawed and non-repeatable – hence the 

LoA has proved less effective compared to your  

expectations. Once you apply the correct protocols 

as I describe here, the Law of Attraction will  work 

for you consistently and expediently all  the t ime.  

9.  Demonstrate to you that the Code of the Genetics Of 

Divinity  is  fair ,  providing for and empowering you 

in the same manner  that i t  provides for and 

empowers others.  There is no need for  a l ife 

experience of lack and scarcity – there is always 

more where whatever you desire came from, as long 

as that desire is logical and ethically feasible. 

10.  Your physical body is  mortal  but your non-physical 

self  is IMMORTAL and truth be told you never pass 

away  – you are designed to only pass on  to a 

different l ife experience with a different Life 

Purpose. It’s t ime to get over the debate of 

IMMORTALITY and get on with a l ife according to 

the code of the Genetics Of Divinity .  
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Chapter 10 – The Beginning 
 

 

I started this book with a Chapter t i t led ‘The Conclusion’  

and I am ending this book with this Chapter that  I have t i t led 

“The Beginning”.  Unconventional for  sure but I had to 

convey unconventional information. The repeti t ive mortali ty 

of your physical 3-D Adaptivebody  contributes to the 

immortali ty of your non-physical 5-D Activebody  that  resides 

in the domain of stabil ized energy, immune to the aging of 

t ime. Each mortal  l ife experience that your  3-D Adaptivebody  

is  awarded with is  not  a mere random happenstance. It  is the 

end result  of a well -designed plan of Coherent Source Energy 

through which your Adaptivebody  is  assigned with a specific 

purpose by your Activebody ,  following the Cycle of Creation.  

All  of this is motivated by the inspiration for the expansion 

and sustenance of Existence by establishing symbiotic  

collaborative relationships for the purpose of collective 

coexistence, incrementally establishing the stabil i ty in the 

Third Dimension. This is the core objective of your 

Activebody – that to collaborate and stabil ize this Third 

Dimension of Existence. 

 

When would the Third Dimension achieve the stabil i ty of 

the higher dimensions? Simply follow the principles of 

stabil i ty as I discussed in Chapter 8 and you will  know the 

answer – the answer l ies in the code of the Genetics Of 

Divinity .  The instabil ity of 3-D Adaptivebodies  is  the result 

of all  of the art ificial  conflict ,  hardship, scarcity, deprivation 

and the random blindfolded application of  our free will  – 

contributing to the plight  of humanity today. In other  words 

Adaptive Energy  is  stymied with dissonance which prevents  

the formation of standing waveforms, consequently thwarting  

stabil i ty from being insti tuted. Remove these elements from 
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humanity and symbiotic collaborative relationships will  

automatically begin to form and proliferate, thereby 

stabil izing our Third Dimension.  

 

My goal in this book has been to elevate your  

consciousness to a level higher than you were at  before you 

started to consume and rationalize this information and help 

you reactivate the code of the Genetics Of Divinity  from your  

subconscious mind. This book and the online Multiversity of 

the Genetics Of Divinity ,  two Type D Adaptivebodies  that  

you now have access to, contains my own (Type A 

Adaptivebody)  Adaptive Energy  that  I have transferred to 

them. These resources contain the signature of my own 

elevated consciousness that I have shared with you. How you 

came to know about this book is irrelevant,  but what is 

important to know is i f  your central  nervous system received 

and responded to the sinusoidal waveforms of Adaptive 

Energy  that  this book and the online training has been 

transmitt ing – unbeknownst to you. When you responded 

through your thoughts you generated l ike-frequency THETA 

waves towards the book or the Multiversity content  and 

together there was resonance. The two of you got aligned and 

you found yourself  gett ing attracted towards this content. 

Now you have established a symbiotic collaborative 

relationship with each other all  for the purpose of collective 

coexistence.  

 

As promised in Chapter 3, i t  is  now time with your 

upgraded consciousness to revisit  Exercises #02 and #03.  

Remember to download the worksheets of  the relationship 

analysis chart  from the Multiversity portal  while going 

through these exercises again, however with a very important  

twist .  In Chapter 3 when you completed those two exercises,  

I had asked you to focus on them based on your past  

experiences with yourself  and the twelve other secondary 

relationship categories. When you perform those exercises  

now, I want you to future-project each of those relationships 

on how you would desire to engage in those relationships in a 

(or multiple) Parallel  Universe(s) where you want to spend 

the remainder of  your mortal  l ifetime for  the purpose of 

collective coexistence. Parallelism is offering you choices 
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right now in each of  your thirteen relationship categories, 

what would your  choices be?  

 

I will  be curious to know your new score once you 

complete that exercise and would be eager to learn about 

your experiences through the Multiversity portal .  What you 

find will  probably s tart le you. Do you see the obvious 

improvement? What happened between Chapter 3 and now 

that caused such an improvement of your  self-image and 

consciousness? Needless to say,  such an improvement would 

occur only if  you have internalized what you have learned 

from this book and through the Multiversity and allowed 

those dormant memories of the code of the Genetics of  

Divinity  to get reactivated from the subconscious to your 

conscious mind.  

 

Finding Your True Identity 
 

While the book (Type D Adaptivebody)  has only one 

unique frequency through which i t  transmits i ts acquired 

Adaptive Energy ,  you on the other hand, a much highly 

endowed Type A Adaptivebody ,  have the abil i ty to transmit  

and receive an enti re band of frequencies of Adaptive 

Energy.  The question is,  what  incoming frequencies of  

Adaptive Energy  are you resonating with, hence aligning with 

and gett ing attracted to? Are they symbiotic collaborative 

relationships that contribute to the achievement of  your  l ife 

purpose and provide you with emotions of unbounded 

delight? Are those relationships parasit ical  in nature that 

erode the Potential  Energy within your Adaptivebody  

distracting you away from the achievement of your l ife 

purpose, and leading you to a l ife experience fi l led with 

plight? What choices are you making every moment of your 

l ife experience from the plethora of options being presented 

to you by Parallelism? Candid answers to these questions that 

you ask yourself  would identify for you where your past  l ife 

experience had brought you today. Through the element of 

Contrast ,  you can clarify what you need to do to have a l ife 

experience drastically different in the future, in a different 

Type 3 Parallel  Universe of Existence.  
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Without a doubt,  if  you have read this book and accessed 

the online training content,  and have resonated with the 

information contained here, you have experienced an upgrade 

in your consciousness from where you were before you 

started. I encourage you to repeat Exercises 2 and 3 from 

Chapter 3 and Exercise 4 from Chapter 4 again but future-

projecting their  context,  now that you have consumed all  of 

this material  and are more aware of your Genetics Of  

Divinity .  In all  l ikelihood, the results from those exercises 

would be vastly different and improved than your first  

at tempt .  

 

The question arises if al l  details about the Genetics Of  

Divinity  that  I have conveyed to the best  of  my knowledge in  

this book is the end game and if  this information is all  that 

there is to know about Creation and Existence. I would 

answer that question with a definit ive ‘No way! Are you 

kidding me?’. The grand design of Creation and Existence is 

too extensive and profound for any one book to cover.  

There’s much more data from where the information 

contained in this book came from. Remember that just  one 

gram of your DNA can hold 5.5 Petabytes  of data and you 

have about 5 bil l ion of these DNA pairs in your physical 

body. Even if  you take just  the 2
nd

 pair  of DNA strands 

which is one-sixth par t  of the DNA in each cell  of your  body,  

where the Genetics of  Divinity is stored, how much of data 

are we talking about? 

 

I have only scratched the surface of the infiniteness of 

the Genetics Of Divini ty in this book.  

 

The information contained in this book about Genetics Of 

Divinity  is  the result  of the questions that I have asked my 

Activebody  and have sought answers for,  based on my 

perceptions of reali ty of my personal l ife experience. You as  

the reader of this book and more importantly a Type A 

Adaptivebody  with your own personal l ife experience in all  

l ikelihood would have other questions of your own that have 

eluded you in the past ,  leaving you unsatisfied and 

incomplete. I welcome you to connect with your own 

Activebody  to ask your own questions. If  you would l ike, 

leverage the online community of l ike-minded people just 
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l ike you  at  www.GeneticsOfDivinity.com to share the 

wisdom that you receive with the rest  of the world. In the 

follow on book I will  explain techniques through which you 

can re-kindle the dormant communication channel  with your  

Activebody  in the 5-D. You are designed to receive additional  

insight on the Genetics Of Divinity  and guidance to identify 

your l ife purpose and have a forthcoming life experience 

fi l led with unbounded delight.  You were designed as a  

Creature with the will  to receive and experience unbounded 

delight during your tenure in this physical 3-D Adaptivebody .  

You have a birthright to such a l ife and you are here sharing 

a contemporary l ifetime so that you can enjoy such a l ife.  So 

is NOW the t ime for you to stake your claim to your  

definit ion of unbounded delight? 

 

Defining Your Very Own Parallel Universe 
 

Before I wrap up this first leg of the most amazing 

journey that I have embarked on under the guidance of my 

Activebody ,  I would encourage you to complete an exercise 

under the guidance of  your newly elevated consciousness. In 

this exercise, I invite  you to engage your  PUPS and your 

EGS to describe the Type 3 Parallel  Universe where you 

personally would desire to spend the forthcoming days of 

your l ife experience in this mortal  form. This is an important 

exercise for you to complete because I will  have you refer to 

i t  in the follow-on book Miracles From Genetics Of Divinity ,  

where I describe the techniques that you would follow to find 

yourself  incrementally navigating through a series of Type 3 

multi -verses until  you arrive at  that  Parallel  Universe you 

define now. I would l ike to remind you of the basic 

principles of Creation and Existence as you sett le down to 

complete this exercise:  

 

1.  You have to define entirely for yourself  what your  

perception and interpretation of unbounded delight  is  -  

the forthcoming questionnaire would guide you. You 

are going to use those components and implant them in 

your Type 3 Parallel  Universe.   

2.  We are talking about a physical Type 3 Parallel 

Universe, hence such a Universe would need to 
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conform to the physical laws of Existence. So pigs 

can’t  f ly in that  Parallel  Universe, castles cannot be 

built  in the air  and that genie inside you cannot  

produce what you want in your l ife experience at  the 

click of your fingers or rubbing that magic lamp. Be 

reasonable, use common sense and logical reasoning 

following the guidelines of ethical  feasibil i ty during 

the process.  

3.  Focus on the what  and the why  as you define your 

coveted Parallel  Universe. Refrain from  focusing on 

the How .  If  you knew the How ,  you would already 

have been l iving that  experience.  

4.  If  you want  something in your l ife experience, that  is 

not  good enough. You have to convert  that  want into a  

need, which is a more powerful wave of  Adaptive 

Energy.  A need  is  a must have with a justifying 

reason behind i t .  You must be able to art iculate the 

reason clearly. Now that you have the need, take i t  one 

notch higher by converting that into a desire ,  which is  

a need augmented by an appropriate emotion high on 

the EGS scale. Can you express that emotion without  

inhibit ion and doubt? 

5.  What you desire,  would desire you as long as both of 

you have DI that is acceptable to each other so that  

your frequencies can resonate and develop that 

symbiotic collaborative relationship. 

6.  Just  because you desire to establish a relationship with 

another Adaptivebody  does not enforce or  obligate that 

Adaptivebody  to reciprocate. You must understand that 

any stable symbiotic relationship is based on 

collaboration and not a compromise and must be 

established through the free will  of  mutual consent for 

the purpose of collective coexistence.  

7.  Take full  responsibil i ty and accountabili ty of yourself  

for anything and everything that has happened to you 

in your past ,  which will  give you the strength and 

confidence for everything that you are about to usher 

into your future l ife experience. There is no external  

enti ty that  dictates your l ife – although your physical 

body is immortal ,  your Activebody  is  immortal .  Free 

will  is yours to leverage and you have complete 

control of every moment of your l ife experience. 
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8.  Existence is based on service for others  and 

establishing symbiotic collaborative relationships .  

What do these terms mean to you and how would you 

conduct and carry yourself  in that Parallel  Universe 

under the guidelines of the core principle of the 

Genetics Of Divinity? 

9.  Refrain from assigning any t ime limits or deadlines on 

your journey through the multiverses  just  yet .  

Collapsing t ime or reducing the gestation period  to 

realize your desires in the l ife experience in the 4-D is  

a rather advanced skil l  and can be achieved – you are 

not ready for that  level of expertise just  yet .  

10.  Engage as many of your five sensory feedback systems 

as possible during the process as you define 

components of your l ife experience in your Parallel  

Universe – this enhances the power of the perceived 

reali ty.  

 

If  you are unable to understand and agree to all of the 

above considerations,  you are not yet quite ready from a 

consciousness maturity point of view to perform this exercise 

with much efficiency.  This is not to disappoint you but to 

demonstrate Contrast .  If  you are not ready at  this point to 

define your Parallel  Universe, i t  is  clarifying to you what  

you need to do in order to get ready. Maybe all  you need is  

another attentive reading of this book to understand the 

principles of Creation and Existence as  defined by the 

Genetics Of Divinity .  Assuming you have achieved readiness 

to define your Parallel  Universe let’s embark on this 

adventure of your  future l ife experience. 

 

Invest  some time to review and analyze Figure 41.  You 

will  be defining your  desired Parallel  Universe following the 

basic principles that I have described earlier.   This chart  is 

downloadable from within the Multiversity portal  of the 

Genetics Of Divinity that  you have access to as an owner of  

this book. On the left  column of the chart  are the different 

categories of Adaptivebodies that make up your physical l ife 

experience. On the columns to i ts r ight are challenge 

questions that I have for you to answer with as much clari ty 

and definit iveness. In some cases, especially in case on 

people or objects you may not know them personally or  their   
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identity yet.  In that case, describe the characterist ics and key 

attributes of that  Adaptivebody  that  you desire for.   

 

When I was going through that personal relationship 

recovery in my life that  I referred to in Chapter 1, I did not 

know the identity of my soul mate. All  I focused on were the 

emotions that I would feel  in the company of such a lady in 

my life and on the precise nature of our symbiotic  

collaborative relationship. Within a short  period of t ime, I 

al igned with and found myself attracted to such a lady 

thousands of miles away on opposite ends of the planet,  

under circumstances that clearly defies common logic.  When 

I was looking for a luxury car in my Parallel  Universe, I did 

not have a brand name, make or  model in my mind – all  I had 

were some of the specifications of such a vehicle. Such a 

vehicle would definitely have an impressive price tag but I 

did not focus on that at  all  – just  the characterist ics of the 

vehicle that I would be driving in my Parallel  Universe.  

Within a few weeks,  I al igned with such a vehicle,  got  

attracted to i t  and eventually acquired i t  – the money came 

from a source that was not in my plan by any means.  Focus 

on the What  and the Why  and allow the reactivated memories 

of the Genetics of  Divinity  to lead you through the How. 

 

Type 3 Parallel  Universes do exist  – i t’s time to get over  

the debate and doubt.  You are l iving in one right now and 

could have been in another one by choice at  a prior instant,  

having an entirely different l ife experience right now. You 

have the abil i ty to  define and find yourself  in a Parallel 

Universe that you desire. Parallelism and Contrast  are 

attributes of Creation meant to allow you the Creature to 

enjoy a physical l ife experience fi l led with unbounded 

delight through the exercise of your free wil l .  

 

It  is  very important that  you be careful about the manner  

in which you define the attributes of your  Parallel  Universe. 

For example, if  you have been diagnosed with a disease that 

you want to get out of your body,  you would be focusing on 

the Health category of the Parallel  Universe definit ion in 

Figure 41. Instead of mentioning anything about the disease 

(the subject)  describe the characterist ics of your body as if  i t 

was a normal healthy body - energy flows where attention 
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goes. Apply the focus of your THETA brainwaves on the 

natural  health of your  body and not on the disease i tself  in 

this example.  

 

While you define the desired components for your  

Parallel  Universe make sure you use present tense ,  f irst  

person and active voice  as if  you are already l iving in that 

physical l ife experience. This significantly accelerates                   

the journey to your desired destination.  

 

There is another common mistake people make while  

defining their  desires – they focus on all  the things that they 

don’t  want in their  l ife experience. Energy f lows where 

attention goes .  As you work on the components of your Type 

3 Parallel  Universe, focus on the precise need and the desire. 

For example,  instead of saying that you don’t  want debt in 

l ife,  mention that  you desire to be financially free in your  

Parallel  Universe to buy anything that you desire without 

considering the price tag as  a deciding factor.  

 

Most importantly, the purpose of this exercise is not to 

define the end game – or the final Parallel  Universe that you 

would desire to enjoy your l ife experience in – you can hop 

between multiple Parallel  Universes each better than the last  

one. As you ride the magic of your PUPS, pay close attention 

to the feedback from your EGS. You must feel  good with 

emotions higher on the EGS scale about what you define on 

the worksheet in Figure 41. If  what you define does not make 

you feel  good about i t ,  break i t  down into smaller  

components that seem more believable and achievable to you.  

It  is perfectly ok and actually advisable to travel through 

Parallel  Multiverses  before you arrive at  your  coveted 

Parallel  Universe.  

 

The quest  for instant gratification is not possible by 

design of the 4-D in your physical 3-D Adaptivebody ,  and 

chasing such an objective would only bring more grief to the 

desperation. Any attempts to circumvent such a design as an 

Adaptivebody is a fut i le exercise that erodes your Adaptive  

energy to create memory systems that are not anabolic to 

your l ife experience. Such attempts to pursue instant 
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gratification would without a doubt,  present the 

Adaptivebody  with emotions that are lower in the EGS scale.    

 

Invest  your t ime and energy to complete the worksheet in 

Figure 41 using the guidelines that I have described here. In 

the following book, Miracles From Genet ics Of Divinity ,  I 

will  describe techniques that you can adopt and apply to 

actually embark on your journey through your multiverses  

and find yourself  in the Parallel  Universes  of your choice.  

When you are there,  you will  begin again to define yet 

another series of multiverses to a  new Parallel  Universe to 

find yourself  enjoying a different level of unbounded delight .  

 

Four Types of Civilizations + The Fifth 
 

The notable Theoretical  Physicist ,  Dr . Michio Kaku 

describes four types of civil izations based on their  level of 

consciousness and maturity to impact Existence.  

 

Type 0 civil ization represents humanity in i ts current 

level of consciousness, hostage to the doctrines of fate and 

destiny and going through an unpredictable and unstable l ife 

experience according to the principles of the default 

operating system of Existence in the 3-D. Whatever your 

current perception is about humanity, that  is the Type 0 

civil ization that Dr.  Kaku refers to.  

 

Dr. Kaku describes a Type 1 civil ization as  one that has 

acquired the consciousness to control the physical attributes 

of the planet where they l ive in. Since Source Energy is at  

the core of all  matter in Existence, a Type 1 civil ization 

would understand that  the planet where they inhabit  is also a 

derivative of  Source Energy.  Geological,  marit ime (if  the 

planet has l iquid states of matter),  meteorological,  

seismological,  atmospheric, cosmological properties of the 

planet where such a civil ization l ives are the effect  of the 

flow of Adaptive Energy  through the planet in the Type B 

energy band. A Type 1 civil ization has the abil i ty to 

energetically manipulate these properties and functions of 
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the planet to make i t  a  more hospitable and excit ing platform 

for Creatures conforming to other Type D through Type A 

energy bands to thrive. 

 

A Type 2 civil ization,  according to Dr.  Kaku is one that  

is conscious enough to have the abil i ty for controll ing inter-

planetary properties,  functions, interactions and 

communications within their  own galaxy.  

 

A Type 3 civil ization, Dr.  Kaku theorizes  has attained 

the consciousness that  can operate at  an inter-galactic plane 

of Existence, controll ing the modus operandi on entire 

galaxies, each possibly i ts very own laws of  Physics, and in a 

different spectrum of Adaptive Energy .  

 

To these four types of civil izations I would prefer to add 

a Type 5 civil ization that operates in the 11-D and controls 

Source Energy and the symbiotic collaborat ive relationships 

of sourceons .  Without  a doubt,  such a civil ization does exist ,  

which is why we are here in the first  place.  

 

Sounds l ike a Star Wars
®

 or a  Star Trek
®  

story,  doesn’t  

i t? I personally find such an explanation completely logical 

and absolutely possible – Parallelism allows such 

civil izations that have such levels of consciousness to exist  

and they probably are having a contemporary l ife experience 

with us here on Planet  Earth. Our perceived reali ty on planet 

Earth is but a t iny segment in the spectrum of Adaptive 

Energy  – true reali ty can only be fel t  in a non-physical plane 

of Existence.  

 

Can humanity through our Adaptivebodies  someday 

become a Type 5 civil ization? Definitely not,  since our  

physical Adaptivebodies  are restricted to the domain of the 3-

D on the leash  of the 4-D. However our non-physical 

Activebodies  do have the capabili ty to transcend into the 

domains of Active Energy  as you know by now. Can our non-

physical Activebodies  operate in the domain of  Source 

Energy? Well  we are already operating in that domain albeit  

in a different dimension, are we not? We are just not 

conscious enough just  yet  – there is no better t ime than NOW 

to begin that journey.   
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I don’t  know about you, but I actually l ike this physical 

3-D. When coupled with the abil i ty to foresee the future and 

conduct this l ife experience with the objective of fulfi l l ing 

my life purpose, i t  becomes such an excit ing journey through 

time. The technology of Genetics Of Divinity  enables the 

practi t ioner to experience such a l ife.  Whatever you have 

done so far in your l i fe has brought you to this moment of 

choice – Parallelism at play once again. What would you 

choose to do? 

 

 As I say C’est  la vie (such is l ife) in i ts true glory that  

has remained obscured to your consciousness so far,  I urge 

you to memorize the following l ines and repeat the 

following, verbally or  even write i t  down in a personal  diary 

as many times as possible every day.  

 

It  Is NOW My Time To  Step  Into My TRUE REALITY 

I Am Immortal… Not believing in this is Immoral.  

I Have Not  Been Designed For Immorali ty.  

I AM IMMORTAL. 

I RESPECT, HONOR and CELEBRATE My Life 

 

 

You have now been introduced to yourself  – the Beginning of  

your true self  has been recorded. Now let’s make l ife happen 

for you.  

 

Next Steps 
 

If  you have read this  book thus far you have evolved 

since the t ime you started – no point questioning that.  Your 

consciousness has been upgraded – have no doubt.  Perform a 

simple Kinesiology test  and you will  prove the upgrade to 
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yourself .  You can feel  an elevated level  of  Adaptive Energy  

surging through your physical Adaptivebody. You aren’t  

surprised about i t  are  you? You feel more connected to the 

grid of Existence. You realize that there is an absolutely 

valid reason why you are here having a contemporary l ife 

experience with the rest  of Existence in the form of your 

physical 3-D Adaptivebody  – makes you feel  important 

doesn’t  i t? Those desires to go out and seek those symbiotic  

collaborative relationships that you have been yearning for 

all  these years have escalated to an all-t ime high – have they 

not? I am glad you are in the groove to re-align with your  

l ife purpose. The technology of the Genetics Of Divinity  has  

been imprinted in your unique energy signature, which is the 

combination of your  Active  and Adaptive  energy, I have 

simply assisted you to reach into those memory systems and 

re-activate them into your conscious focus and attention.  

Where do you go from here? One of my mentors have 

said, “Knowledge is Power only if  you use i t”.  Hence I 

encourage you to now start  applying your knowledge by 

learning the techniques to leverage the technology of the 

Genetics Of Divinity  and realign yourself  with your l ife 

purpose – that to serve the expansion of  Existence and enjoy 

unbounded delight in the process.  In my follow-on book 

Miracles From Genetics Of Divinity ,  I descr ibe some of these 

techniques that I have used, tested and continue to improve 

and enhance under the guidance of my Activebody .  Evolution 

of consciousness is by no means a destination in this domain 

of Adaptive  energy where you and I are having a 

contemporary l ife experience. It  is a journey until  we reach 

stabil i ty and finally declare our independence from the factor 

of t ime.  

As a student of the technology of Genetics Of Divinity  

you are eligible to access additional content as they become 

available and I encourage you to visit  my website at  

www.GeneticsOfDivinity.com and request  access to the 
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Multiversity portal  for the latest details. You will  have 

access to a moderated online forum where not only can you 

have access to me,  but can also collaborate  with other l ike-

minded individuals who are evolving with you. Share your  

knowledge in this online community as you revitalize the 

communication channel with your very own Activebody .   

Several  t imes every year,  I will  be hosting some very 

unique events that  you can attend in person or participate 

online. As more and more individuals remember these  

Genetics Of Divinity  I will  organize mass events at  a global  

scale where regardless  of where you are in the planet you can 

participate at  the same time applying the same techniques as 

everyone else to generate a global field of  Adaptive  Energy 

that fosters symbiotic collaborative relationships in a 

Parallel  Universe where humanity l ives in love, peace, 

harmony,  security and abundance. Every such event will  have 

a specific theme that we will  focus on to generate a  

massively powerful  resonant sinusoidal waveform that 

restores the glory of our civil ization and this planet.  My 

website at  www.GeneticsOfDivinity.com will  carry all  such 

details and instructions – you are welcome to be a part  of 

this global movement.  

Existence is based on the principle of  establishing 

symbiotic collaborative relationships through the free will  of  

mutual consent between the relating partners for the purpose 

of collective co-existence .  If  you are involved in arts,  music,  

consciousness, non-verbal communications, science and 

technology, you have a role to play for the sustenance and 

advancement of l ife in this planet with the global objective 

to upgrade us into a Type 1 civil ization as  Dr. Michio Kaku 

explains. I encourage you to join the online community and 

reach out to me to share your cognitions and ideas as you 

strengthen your connection with your Activebody .   This 

desire to share and col laborate will  be automatic for you as  i t  

have been for me ever since my dormant  Type 1 memory 
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systems started to reactivate. If  you are in posit ions of  

authority, I encourage you to facil i tate research on the 

technology of the Genetics Of Divinity ,  diverting funds and 

resources from non-collaborative init iatives that  erode 

humanity today into init iatives that assist  in the revival of 

our civil ization regardless of color,  race, religion or creed.  

We have fought wars, destroyed precious l ife and 

property,  abused our  environment, deprived others from 

enjoying a fulfi l l ing l ife since the dawn of human history. 

What have we been chasing? At the core of everything there 

is nothing – only pure Source Energy. Where has all  that 

conflict  and turmoil  really gotten us? We are in violation of 

the code of Creation and Existence.  Whatever  i t  is we are 

doing is not helping the proliferation of love, peace,  

security, harmony, health and abundance in this planet is i t? 

Why not try something different by relinquishing the 

paradigm of  scarcity and deprivation and adopting a l ife 

guided by a paradigm of abundance using the natural  code of  

the Genetics Of Divinity? The choice is yours to make. The 

decision to usher in l i fe in an abundant Parallel  Universe is 

yours to take. What’s the next moment of your l ife going to 

be l ike? Only you can decide for yourself .  

G.O.D-speed to you and to every Adaptivebody  l i fe  that 

you touch in your thir teen relationship categories and engage 

in symbiotic collaborative relationships through the free will 

of mutual consent for the purpose of collective coexistence. I 

look forward to meet  you in a different Parallel  Universe 

where we can collaborate for the advancement of our  

civil ization and reigni te the glory of our  Existence.  
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“Peace, Love, Security,  Harmony, Health, Abundance  

To You and Yours” … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Joy Ghosh 
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Your Time Is NOW !!! 
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“The technology to enjoy a l i fe experience f i l led with 

unbounded delight,  l ies hidden in a freely available yet 

never before revealed body of knowledge that I  refer to as 

the Genetics Of Divinity.  Revealing this information is my 

l i fe purpose, with the objective to serve and assist  anyone 

with a burning desire seeking a better l ife experience to 

access, acquire and use this knowledge in every aspect of  

l i fe,  f irst  for the improvement of  the self  and then for the 

service of  humanity and Existence .” …. Joy Ghosh.  
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Software Architect  and a certified Hypnotherapist .  After 

investing tens of thousands of dollars and thousands of 

hours on a generous variety of self- development products  

and programs on the heavily touted Law of Attraction, all  to 
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fast  or else … 

Determined to seek the answers and resolve many 

simultaneous challenges in his l ife,  he invested over a  

decade in research on Applied and Theoretical  Physics,  

Chemistry,  Human Anatomy, Engineering,  Astronomy, 

Spiri tuali ty, Religion, Hypnotherapy,  Sacred Geometry, 

Multi-Dimensional Energetics,  and of course guidance from 

his Fifth Dimensional Activebody  in a quest  to learn the 

Truth behind Creation and Existence.  The result  has been 

the activation of The Genetics Of Divinity  – the knowledge 

that anyone from any background can learn and apply to 

significantly upgrade their  consciousness and enjoy a l ife  

experience of peace,  love, harmony and abundance.  
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You have now learned the Theory behind the Genetics 

Of Divinity and I will continue to share as more and 

more sections of the code progressively reactivates into 

my consciousness.  

CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

Read this book a few more times and watch the 

accompanying training videos in the online Multiversity 

to reactivate those dormant memories of this code of 

Eternal Consciousness from your subconscious mind. 

 

 

Prepare yourself to apply your knowledge in practice … 

Coming Up Next 

 

Miracles From Genetics Of Divinity 
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